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OPEN-PIT MINING METHODS AND PRACTICES AT THE CHINO MINES
DIVISION, KENNECOn COPPER CORP., GRANT COUNTY, N. MEX.·Y

by

w. R. HardwickV

SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION

This paper describes mining methods and practices of the Chino Mines Division,
Kennecott Copper Corp., Grant County, N. Mex. It is one of a series being prepared
by the Bureau of Mines on mining methods, practices, and costs in various mining
districts of the United States. A similar program was conducted from 1928 to 1939,
which helped to improve the efficiency of mining operations.

The primary purpose of the program is to promote development and conservation
of our mineral resources by disseminating technologic information on methods, prac
tices, and related features in mining mineral deposits. It is expected that the
program will: (1) Promote efficiency in operating mines; (2) assist operators and
engineers in evaluating and developing new mineral deposits; (3) provide data for
engineering curriculums in mining schools; and (4) furnish performance and cost
data for revising engineering handbooks and for inclusion in engineering textbooks.

The Chino mine (fig. 1) is at Santa Rita, in the Central Mining District of
Grant County, N. Mex. (fig. 2); the concentrator and smelter are at Hurley,
approximately 9 miles from the mine (fig. 3).

The Chino Mines Division of Kennecott Copper Corp. is a completely integrated
unit (fig. 4). Copper ore is mined, concentrated, and smelted. Fire-refined copper
is produced and sold on the market. Molybdenum is recovered as a byproduct and sold.

The rnQn1ng property is in T. 17 S., R. 12 W., secs. 26, 27, 34, and 35 at an
altitude of approximately 6,300 feet. The climate is mild in summer and cool in
winter. The area is covered with scattered pinon, oak brush, and grass. The
average annual precipitation is 13 inches. There is no permanent surface water in
the area. Enough water for domestic and industrial use is obtained from deep wells.

This circular gives a brief history of the district, describes the general
geology of the ore deposit, and outlines methods of prospecting, exploration, sam-

- pling, and ore estimation. Development and mining (including drilling and blasting,
loading, ore and waste transportation, engineering control, operating control, waste
leaching, and auxiliary operations) are explained. Ore extraction, production rates,
safety measures, fire protection, employee training, mine drainage, supervision, and
management are described briefly. Concentrating and smelting operations are outlined.

1/ Work on manuscript completed May 1957.
1/ Mining engineer, Southwest Experiment Station, Bureau of Mines, Tucson, Ariz.
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HISTORY OF DISTRICT

The Chino mine at Santa Rita, N. Mex., is the oldestl/ of the large copper
mines in Western United States. The early history of the district was outlined
by Thorn~/ as follows:

1/ Gardner, E. D., Johnson, C. H., and Butler, B. S., Copper Mining in North
America: Bureau of Mines Bull. 405, 1938, p. 15.

~/ Thorne, H. A., Mining Practices at the Chino Mines, Nevada Consolidated Copper
Co., Santa Rita, N. Mex.: Bureau of Mines Inf. Circ. 6412, 1931, 8 pp.
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Whether the native copper of this basin was known to any prehistoric
race and utilized by them is not certain, but it is stated that the crop
ping of native copper near the site of the old Romero shaft was shown to
Colonel Jose Manuel Carasco, an officer in charge of one of the Spanish
military posts in New Mexico in 1800, by an Indian chief with whom he had
friendly relations.

Colonel Carasco interested Don Manuel Francisco Elguea, of Chihuahua,
a wealthy merchant, banker, and subdelegate to the Spanish Court, and a
concession to the area was obtained under the Spanish law.

In 1804 Elguea purchased Carasco's interest in the property and
immediately started to work. Elguea, through his influence, made a
contract with the Government to supply the Mexican province with the
copper required in its coinage, the Government agreeing to take the
whole amount of copper produced.

The region being infested, as it was until the nineties, by the
Apache Indians who were not subjugated until almost exterminated, it
was necessary to erect a fort and maintain a military force to protect
the camp and provide convoys. The fort was triangular in shape, con
sisting of a heavily built adobe tower at each of the apexes, joined
by heavy walls.

Rough smelting works were erected and operations proceeded in
spite of constant annoyances of the Apaches. The copper was trans
ported under convoy by mule trains to Chihuahua and the City of Mexico.

In 1809 Elguea died and Juan Orris operated the property as
superintendent for the heirs of Elguea.

The first American to visit the district was James Pattie, a
trapper, hunter, and explorer. Pattie and his son leased the mine
for five years, agreeing to pay $1,000 per year, and worked the
property until 1827. Following the abandonment of the property by
Pattie the mine was operated by a French resident of Chihuahua.

About 1834 a certain Robert MCKnight took possession of the
property and continued operations until 1836. Kit Carson was in
the employ of McKnight as a teamster. In 1840 Leonardo Sesquieros
took over the property and despite many obstacles successfully
operated it until the late fifties, when the camp was abandoned
owing to the depredations of the Apaches.

For several months in 1851 the American commissioners of the
Boundary Survey made their headquarters at Santa Rita. Sometime
before 1860 two men, named Sweet and Lacorte, took possession of
the property, probably locating claims under the United States
Mining Laws and were later joined by two others.

In 1862 General Sibley, in command of the Confederate forces
from Texas, held this region for a short time; evidence of their
occupancy was found in 1910 when a part of the old fort was razed.
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In 1873, when the Apaches had been partly subdued, M. D. Hayes,
connected with the first smelting works in Colorado, acting in behalf
of Denver people, succeeded in buying the mining claims from the pre
vious owners. He attempted to perfect the title by United States
patents, in spite of the fact that patents had been refused by the
Commissioner of the Land Office on April 21, 1870. The application
of Hayes was denied on April 15, 1873, by Commissioner Drummond, who
reiterated the decision of his predecessor. Appeals were made to the
Secretary of the Interior, who in November 6, 1873, reaffirmed the
previous decisions, ruling that the claimants had in no sense any
right to the ground, which had been known to the department for more
than half a century as belonging to Elguea. In the meantime Hayes
and his associates had been tracing the heirs of the Elguea estate,
who were found to be scattered through Mexico and Europe. In October
1873, title was obtained from these heirs.

Steps were then taken to complete the title and avoid the possi
bility of further question by locating the ground under the United
States mining laws. Finally, in addition to the title obtained from
the Elguea heirs, United States patents were obtained.

Hayes operated the property for a number of years, erecting a
small smelting plant and shipping some high-grade ore and black
copper to the nearest railroad station in Colorado from whence it
was forwarded to the eastern coast.

In 1880 the property was sold to J. Parker Whitney of Boston.
Shortly after, in 1881, a concentrating mill was built near the
Romero shaft by Hayes. Stamps were used for crushing the ore.
Foundations and a few scattering pieces of the old machinery
remained on the ground up to 1910. The property was divided
under Whitney's ownership. The Bonanza Development Co. controlled
the property on the south side of Santa Rita Creek, and the Santa
Rita Copper and Iron Co. controlled the property on the north side
of the creek.

In 1897, Whitney, who controlled both of these companies, gave
a lease and bond to the Hearst estate, then operating a mine at
Pinos Altos and a smelter in Silver City. In 1899 Whitney sold the
property to a group of capitalists who were intimately associated
with the Amalgamated Copper Co. A new corporation was organized,
known as the Santa Rita Mining Co.

In 1891 the railroad connection from Whitewater, on the
Rincon, Deming, and Silver City branch of the Santa Fe, was
completed to Hanover and Fierro, while the branch from San Jose,
or Hanover Junction, to Santa Rita was completed early in 1899 •

Under the new owners, development work was instituted and a
lessee's mill was taken over by the company. At the same time
lessee's operations were encouraged and a considerable part of
the revenue came from royalties paid.

Near the end of the year 1904 the Hermosa Copper Co., a sub
sidiary of the General Electric Co., became interested in the

7
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property lying outside the Santa Rita basin. and active development work
was undertaken. In the latter part of 1905 the Hermosa Copper Co. made
arrangements whereby an examination was made of the holdings of the
Santa Rita Mining Co. The work of the examination required about nine
months. It was not until 1908 that an active interest was taken in
this ore deposit.

The Chino Copper Co •• organized in June 1909. purchased the prop
erty. The principal interests connected with the Chino Copper Co. were
also associated with the Utah Copper Co .• and a vigorous development
campaign was instituted. By the fall of 1910 steam shovels were at
work. and a year later the first ore was milled at Hurley. In 1924 the
Chino Copper Co. was absorbed by the Ray Consolidated Copper Co •• and
in 1926 the entire properties of the Ray Consolidated Copper Co were
purchased by the Nevada Consolidated Copper Co. operating at McGill. Nev.

In 1933 the Nevada Consolidated Copper Co. was merged with the Kennecott
Copper Corp •• and the name of the New Mexico operation was changed to Chino Mines
Division. Kennecott Copper Corp. The Chino mine was operated at reduced capacity
during 1932 and 1934. and all production ceased in October 1934.2/

The mine was idle until January 1937. when operations were resumed. The
crushing plant was moved from the mine at Santa Rita to the concentrating plant
at Hurley, and a rotary "car dumper" or tipple was installed. The mill flotation
circuit was revamped. and molybdenum was recovered as a byproduct for the first
time. The capacity of the mill was increased from 15.000 to 17.500 tons per day.

During 1938 a smelter was built at Hurley. N. Mex. In March 1939 a long
term contract with American Smelting & Refining Co. to smelt the concentrates from
the Chino mine in the El Paso smelter expired. and subsequently all concentrates
were smelted in the company's own smelter at Hurley. In the same year a pipeline
for natural gas was brought from Deming to Hurley to supply fuel for the smelter.

In 1940 a power-transmission line from Hurley to the mine was completed. and
seven electric locomotives were received. By 1941 full electrification of the
mine haulage system was completed. Additional grinding capacity and shorthead cone
crushers. installed in 1942 and 1943 increased the capacity of the mill to 20.000
tons per day. Between 1945 and 1948 the grinding capacity was increased to the
present 22.500 tons per day.

The first copper was produced in 1804. No recorded figures are available for
the years before 1845. but Thorne estimates that the production for this period was
not less than 41 million pounds. and the total production to 1921 was 165,353.963
pounds of copper.

The total production. from the inception of open-pit mining to the end of 1955.
was 186.000.000 tons of copper ore and 157.000.000 cubic yards of waste. The cur
rent production rate is 22.500 tons of ore and 45.000 tons of waste per day. The
average copper content of the ore is approximately 0.84 percent.2/ The monthly out
put of the smelter is about 12.000.000 pounds of copper.

5/ History from 1931 to 1951 is from Bureau of Mines Minerals Yearbooks.
~/ Kennecott Copper Corp •• Chino Mines Division. Santa Rita. N. Mex .• This is Chino:

Brochure. 1956.
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DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSIT

The geologic detail of the deposit is complex.1/ A Precambrian basement of
schist and granitic rocks is overlain by 6,000 to 7,000 feet of sediments, flows,
and alluvium. The sediments consist of approximately 2,700 feet of Paleozoic
rocks, most of which are limestone; 880 feet of Cretaceous sediments; and some
3,000 feet of Tertiary lava with interbedded sands and gravels. From 0 to 1,000
feet of recent alluvium covers the area.

At Santa Rita extensive sills of quartz diorite intruded the sediments (fig.
5), and these in turn were intruded by a stock of granodiorite porphyry (fig. 6).
Fracturing and faulting in many directions were intense. Dikes radiate from the
granodiorite core. Mineralizing solutions permeated this fractured zone around
the relatively unbroken and impervious granodiorite core and deposited the pri
mary ore minerals, copper-bearing pyrite and chalcopyrite. These minerals were
deposited partly in the intrusive and partly in the intruded rock. Silicification
and sericitization occurred with deposition of the ore minerals. Kaolinization
accompanied decomposition of the sulfide minerals.

As erosion progressed, oxidizing pyrite formed sulfuric acid, with downward
moving supergene waters. The copper was dissolved and carried downward until the
solutions came in contact with the unoxidized sulfide minerals and the copper was
deposited, usually as a chalcocite coating on pyrite but sometimes as massive
chalcocite. This leaching of the upper zone, followed by subsequent secondary
enrichment over a wide area, formed an ore body of economic grade that could be
mined by the open-pit method.

The top and bottom of the ore are very irregular. There are irregular masses
of waste within the ore body that were formed either because the ground was too
tight to permit the enriching solutions to enter or because the ground was too
well broken, oxidation occurred, and the ore minerals were removed by leaching.
In the main part of the ore body the ore is more than 600 feet thick. Generally,
the top of the ore followed the original topography. The overburden ranged from
o to about 250 feet in thickness. The general shape of the ore body is roughly
circular in plan, with a diameter of approximately 7,000 feet.

The ore and rock near the surface are well cemented. A large percentage of
the material broken in a blast is in the form of boulders of plus-20-inch size.
In the deeper sulfide ore the plus-20-inch material may range from 5 to 20 percent.
A factor of 2.1 tons per cubic yard of rock in place is used.

PROSPECTING AND EXPLORATION

The initial prospecting has been described by Thorne.~/ Early prospecting
was done by churn drills operated first by steam, later by gasoline, and finally
by electricity. Current prospect holes are drilled with a diamond drill using a
wire line core barrel and a BX-size bit.

1/ Spencer, A. C. and Paige, Sidney, Geology of the Santa Rita Mining Area,
N. Mex.: Geol. Survey Bull. 859, 1935, 78 pp.

Lasky, Samuel G., Geology and Ore Deposits of the Bayard Area, Central Mining
District, N. Mex.: Geol. Survey Bull. 870, 1936, 144 pp.

~/ Work cited in footnote 4.
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Permanent records of each drill hole are made by the geological department.
These records show the assay of each interval sampled, color of sludge, principal
minerals, and rock formations. A summary sheet is made for each hole which shows
depth and average assay of capping or ore and any waste bands (fig. 7). Important
elevations are shown.

When the possibility of an open-pit mine at Chino first was conceived, hun
dreds of feet of shaft and underground workings already had been completed.
Information from these workings was used then augmented with information from
churn-drill holes. At the start, these churn-drill prospect holes were spaced
100 feet apart on rectangular coordinates and were sampled at 3-foot intervals.
Later the spacing was increased to 200 feet, and the sample interval was increased
to 5 feet.

Because of the broken and fractured ground, sampling with churn-drill holes
was difficult. It was particularly difficult to know when a hole was caving and
where the cave originated. After experimenting with diamond drills, it was found
that a good core recovery could be obtained by careful operation - even in soft
rock.

Four trailer-mounted, straight-line-assembly diamond-drill rigs are used in
the current drilling program. The drill unit is mounted on steel- or rubber
tired wheels and is equipped with a mounted mast of welded aircraft tubing that
is high enough for 20-foot rod pulls. The unit is equipped with a twin-cylinder
hydraulic drilling head that has a spindle advance of 24 inches. The pump unit
and core-barrel-hoist unit are driven by separate gasoline motors. The hoist
unit for pulling rods is an integral part of the drilling assembly. The rod
hoist is equipped with 5/8-inch-diameter cable and the core-barrel hoist with
l/4-inch-diameter cable. The drill units have a rated capacity of 1,000 feet of
NX-size and 2,000 feet of BX-size hole. A BX-size core is cut, using a seven
step bit. Small- to medium-size diamonds cast in a hard matrix are used, and
the diamond size is varied depending on the type of ground. Inserts are used on
the skirt of the bit to prevent thinning where the bit joins the core barrel.
This is necessary because some of the ground is broken quartzite and is highly
abrasive. The holes tend to ravel and cave. Aquagel mixed with a dispersing
agent is used to help support the ground while core is being cut. When caving
is excessive the hole is reamed and cased.

The overall core recovery is approximately 78 percent. Only the core is
saved and assayed, because the sludge is believed to be contaminated by caving
to the extent that samples of it would be misleading. The relatively high core
recovery is possible because the core barrel is pulled often. No attempt is
made to drill for a scheduled number of feet. The core is pulled whenever it
breaks loose. The average length of run is 2.1 feet, but in ground that does
not core well the barrel may be pulled every half foot. In addition to better
core recovery, this procedure enables the geologist to examine the rock at more
frequent intervals. This frequent pull is made economically possible by use of
the wire line, which requires only a short time to raise or lower the core barrel.

The machines are owned by the company and operated by a drill crew of two men
who are on a straight wage and under the supervision of a diamond-drill foreman.
The average advance is approximately 15 feet per drill shift. The holes range in
depth from 600 to 1,000 feet. A total of approximately 360,000 feet of churn
drill-sample hole and 150,000 feet of diamond-drill-sample hole has been drilled
to delimit the ore body.



Depth, ft.
(see fig. 7)
From To

o - 107
107 - 125

125 - 135
135 161

161 - 182

182 - 201

201 - 238

238 - 262

262 - 267
267 - 272
272 - 296

296 - 316

316 - 385

385 - 486

486 - 502
502 - 519
519 - 540

540 - 552
552 - 620

620 - 653
653 - 667

667 - 697

697 - 723

723 - 742

742 - 782

782 - 808

808 - 821

821 - 898

898 - 943
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TABLE 1. - Detail description from typical drill hole summary sheet

Description

No core. Dump and alluvium.
Shale, leached and altered, minor limonite boxwork. Early quartz diorite

stringer at 112 fault zone.
Shale, leached and altered. Minor limonite boxworks.
Fault zone in leached and altered shale. Well developed limonite boxworks.

Fair gouge.
Shale, altered and leached - highly brecciated. Very good limonite boxworks

in fractures.
Shale, highly altered and leached; fair pyrite, minor chalcopyrite and

magnetite; some limonite and chlorite.
Altered limy shale stained brown and yellow with limonite. Good pyrite.

Minor chalcopyrite and magnetite. Breccia from 235 to 238 feet.
Highly altered igneous (1). May be early quartz diorite. Highly brecciated.

Good pyrite disseminated and in veinlets.
Fault and breccia zone in early quartz diorite.
Fault zone in altered shales.
Altered and baked shale. Color ranges from tan to brown; magnetite and

chlorite common locally. Fair pyrite; minor chert.
Interbedded shales and limy shales. Chlorite and magnetite common locally.

Fair pyrite. Minor chert nodules.
Interbedded shales and shaly limestones. Large nodules of magnetite; altered

limestone common. Shales baked and altered to hornfels and chlorite.
Pyrite and magnetite veinlets common - with minor chalcopyrite.

Interbedded limestones and shaly limestones. Limestones replaced by massive
magnetite. Shaly limestones altered to and/or replaced by hornfels or
magnetite and chlorite. Fair pyrite.

Dirty limestones or limy shales. Magnetite minor. Good chlorite, fair pyrite.
Fault zone in altered shales. Good slips and gouge.
Limestone replaced by massive magnetite. Veined and disseminated pyrite.

Very good chalcopyrite locally.
Fault zone in limestone. Movement both pre- and post-ore.
Limestone replaced by massive magnetite. Well developed veinlets of pyrite

and chalcopyrite. Hedenbergite "nodules" common.
Shale, baked and altered. Fair pyrite, minor chlorite. Hornfels.
Massive limestone replaced by magnetite. Fair pyrite and chalcopyrite.

Hedenbergite common locally.
Interbedded limestones and shales. Limestones recrystallized or replaced by

magnetite. Shales baked and altered. Pyrite, quartz, and calcite veinlets
common. Fair chalcopyrite.

Altered and bleached early quartz diorite. Stages 2 and 3. Only remaining
phenocrysts are quartz. Very minor pyrite.

Baked and altered shales and limy shales. Chlorite and magnetite common
locally. Good pyrite and chalcopyrite.

Highly altered early quartz and diorite. Epidote common. Fair pyrite. Some
inclusions of magnetite after limestones and shales (1).

Breccia zone. Breccia consists of fragments of early quartz diorite and
sediments.

Postmineral fault zone. Good slickensides and gouge. Limestone fragments
replaced by magnetite.

Massive limestone replaced by magnetite. Very good pyrite and chalcopyrite.
Fair hedenbergite locally.

Early quartz diorite with some minor inclusions. Stages 2 and 3. Pyrite
20 percent; chalcopyrite 3 percent. Minor epidote.
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DIAMOND DRILL HOLE 1287
COLLAR ELEVATION 6,414.96 COORDINATE 5 5-403.19 - 2,100 16 W_

DEPTH 943 DATE STARTED 4-11-57 COMPLETED 6- 13 -57

% CORE
RECOVERED GEOLOGY
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Figure 7. - Typical Dri II-Hole Summary Sheet.



SAMPLING AND ORE ESTll1ATION

There are two basic reasons for sampling at the Chino mine:

1. To provide data to guide long-range planning;

2. To provide data that will enable the operating crew to separate ore from
waste as it is mined.

15

The sampling of prospect holes when churn drills were used has been described
by Thorne.~/ Holes were started with a l3-inch bit; and, when caving became seri
ous or when ore was encountered, the holes were cased, and the size of the bit was
reduced. Tools as small as 3 inches in diameter were used. All sludge from a 5
foot interval was split in a Jones-type sampler. One-half of the final split was
used for metallurgical tests. The other half was dried and divided into four
parts, which were distributed as follows:

(a) Sample for mine assay office.

(b) Sample for mill assay office.

(c) Sample for geological department.

(d) Remainder retained and stored for possible future use.

The mine assay office used the iodide method and the mill assay office used
the electrolytic method to determine the amount of copper in the sample. When
the results did not check, the analyses were repeated by both methods.

With the current diamond-drill prospecting the process is essentially the
same, except for the mechanics of handling the core sample. The core from each
run is carefully logged by the geologist. First it is split, then logged, and
half of the core is crushed for assaying; the remaining half is stored for possi
ble future use. Individual assays, weighted according to the portion of the hole
they represent, are combined mathematically to give the assay value of lengths of
hole that exceed an individual sample run.

From the prospect drill-hole logs and any underground workings with assay
values, sections through the ore body are plotted on a scale of 100 feet to the
inch. These sections show the elevation of bands of ore and waste. From them,
maps are developed that show the ore intercepts for each 50-foot bench in plan.
Selected pit slopes are drawn on the sections and a calculation, using average
end areas from the sections, is made to determine the total volume of ore and
waste to be moved. Tons and average grade of the ore and waste are calculated
from the volume. The ratio of ore to waste is calculated.

The estimate of ore reserves is broken down by benches for the ore that will
be mined by power shovel. Each 50-foot bench is designated by its elevation above
sea level. The proper assay value is assigned to each bench for its length along
a section.

2/ Work cited in footnote 4.
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It has been found in practice that a minimum operating bench width can be main
tained by using a slope ratio of 2.5 to 1. Banks stand well, and a final pit slope
ratio of 1 to 1 is believed possible except in small areas where it is expected that
a slope ratio of 1-1/2 to 1 will be required. The final slope calculation provides
for leaving a 25-foot bench on each level to hold spall and sloughing that may
result from weathering (fig. 8).

o 200

SCALE - FEET

CREST

TOE

Figure 8•• Plan of Banks Trimmed
to Trial Final Slope,
Chino Mine.

The price of copper, length of haul (for both ore and waste), track grade and
curvature, quality and grade of ore on lower levels (particularly the ore-waste
ratio) affect the cost of mining ore by the open-pit method and therefore enter
into the determination of pit limits. At the Chino mine all ore that is below the
bottom or outside the slopes of the project pit limits is considered underground
ore and is not carried in the reserves.

The current ore reserves and grade are not available for publication. An
article by James W. Franklin,lO/ stated: "Reserves were indicated at more than

10/ Franklin, Jas. W., Oxidized Copper. Part 2. Who Holds the U. S. Deposits?
-- Eng. Min. Jour., vol. 157, No.8, August 1956, p. 84.



33 million tons, 0.89%
moving Santa Rita town
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Cu, since that much more ore was made available recently by

"
DEVELOPMENT AND MINING

At the Chino mine development and mining are essentially the same. After the
decision was made to develop the ore body by an open-pit method, 2 separate pits
were started: 1 was north and 1 south of the central granodiorite plug. Mining has
been discontinued in the north pit and it now is used only as a reservoir for surge
water from summer storms. This water is employed for leaching the waste dumps.

Approximately 22,500 tons of ore and 45,000 tons of waste are mined from the
south pit per day. Ore is hauled from the mine to a gathering yard by the Kennecott
Copper Corp. It then is hauled to the concentrator at Hurley, about 9 miles, by the
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Co. Waste is hauled by the Kennecott Copper
Corp. to dumps where copper is leached with water and recovered with scrap iron.

The pit is circular and about 5,000 feet in diameter. Free-running powder is
used to blast holes 12-1/4 inches in diameter that are drilled with churn or rotary
drills along banks that are 45 to 50 feet high. The amount of secondary drilling
is minor. Ore and waste are loaded by full-revolving electric shovels inte standard
gauge railroad cars. Ore is hauled in solid box-type cars, and waste is hauled in
side-dump cars. Main-line track is laid with l32-pound rail, and bench track is
laid with 90-pound rail. Ore and waste trains are pulled with 85- or l25-ton elec
tric trolley locomotives over a track with an adverse grade of 2.1 percent, compen
sated for curves. The bottom level is at an altitude of 5,770 feet, the west rim
of the pit is 6,230 feet, and the dumps reach a maximum altitude of 6,500 feet.
Trucks are used in areas that are not readily accessible to rail transportation.

After the end of World War II the south pit had reached a point where lateral
development was essential. Additional exploration drilling had indicated ore
northwest and southeast, so plans were made to expand the pit along this axis.

Drilling and Blasting

A foreman and an assistant foreman supervise the drilling and blasting depart
ment. An office is provided where a clerk consolidates records, files reports, and
posts drill assignments. A radio-equipped pickup truck is used by the foreman or
assistant foreman. Generally, department administrative problems, personal assign
ments, supply arrangements, liaison with other departments, and drilling are handled
by the foreman; the assistant foreman handles loading and blasting arrangements.
The operations of the powder magazine, drill-repair crew, and powder delivery truck
are under the supervision of the department.

Blastholes are drilled with three different types of equipment - pneumatic
percussion drills, churn drills, and rotary drills. Percussion drills are used
for secondary drilling, for primary drilling when the bench is narrow, and for
trimming points and slope preparatory to abandoning the bench at final pit limit.
Air is supplied by portable diesel-driven compressors. Drill-hole data are shown
on the form in figure 9.

A small amount of secondary drilling is required. The primary crusher, with
66- by 84-inch jaws, will crush any boulder that will pass through the dippers of
the electric shovels. Boulders of ore too large to pass through the dippers are
set behind the shovel, where they are drilled with a jackhammer and blasted. Any
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boulders of waste that can be lifted and loaded over the teeth of the dipper can be
dumped by the dropside waste cars. Boulders too large for the shovel to handle are
drilled and blasted. An occasional hard toe must be drilled and broken. All sec
ondary drilling is done by the powder crew, which loads and blasts the holes as
soon as they are drilled.

Holes bored by pneumatic percussion drills are used for about 4 percent of the
primary blasting at the Chino mine; these also are used for primary blasting where
the bench is narrow. Often a combination of toe hole and crest hole is used (fig.
10). Crest holes are drilled with a churn drill or with a wagon drill. Toe holes
have been drilled with a tripod drill in the past. This tripod has a long carriage
with 2 legs mounted on the front and 1 adjustable leg on the rear.

A rubber-tired mobile drill has been assembled in the company shop (fig. 11).
This machine consists of a standard rubber-tired tractor chassis on which has been
mounted a 3l5-c.f.m. rotary air-compressor, a hydraulically operated jumbo, and a
water tank. A 4-inch-bore drifter-type drill is mounted on a l2-foot carriage at
the end of the jumbo. Sectional steel is used; the l2-foot carriage permits using
10-foot rod sections and couplings. A 2-3/8-inch tungsten carbide insert bit is
used. No change in gage is made for a 20- to 25-foot hole.

Figure 11. • Mobile Drill Unit. (Operator Stands Near Controls and Moves Boom and Drift
As Required. Helper Assists When Steel Changes Are Made. )

The average toe- or crest-hole shot at the Chino mine contains approximately
8 holes.1!/ Drilling assignments may be 2 miles apart. The machine is operated by

1!! McNaughton, D. Do, Recent Developments in Rock Drilling at Chino Mines: Paper
presented at AIME Open Pit Subsection Meeting, Tucson, Ariz., Dec. 3, 1956.
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2 men, 1 of whom is also a qualified powderman who can load and blast the holes, as
drilled, if the occasion warrants. A major economy of the machine lies in the abil
ity to move compressor, drill, water, tools, and men as a unit. The machine has
been operated only a short time but during this time has drilled 2,950 feet of
2-3/8-inch-diameter hole at a rate of 116.2 feet per shift. During the same period
11,712 feet of hole 3 to 1-7/8 inches in diameter was drilled by conventional
machines at a rate of 71.9 feet per shift.

Churn and rotary drills now are used for about 96 percent of primary blasting.
Tests with rotary drills have been quite successful; three heavy rotary drills have
been purchased, and drilling with churn drills probably will be discontinued. Both
types of machines drill a l2-l/4-inch hole.

Sixteen churn drills are used. Two of them are diesel driven, and the balance
are driven by electricity. Three sizes of drilling machines have been used - light,
medium, and heavy spudder types. The light machines were designed to drill a 9-inch
diameter hole with tools weighing approximately 2,700 pounds; however, it was found
that better blasting efficiency resulted from a l2-l/4-inch-diameter hole, and bits
were changed to that size.ll/ Some weight also was added to the drilling stem.

The heavy blasthole churn drill now in use is powered with a 40-hp. electric
motor and swings a 6,000-pound string of tools. A 47-3/4-foot mast can be tele
scoped to 29-1/2 feet for long moves. A 30-inch-diameter crown sheave rides on a
shock absorber that is composed of flexible rubber disks. The derrick is raised
by power, the machine is leveled with hydraulic jacks, and bits are removed and
tightened with a power-driven wrench. This machine drills l2-1/4-inch-diameter
holes with a bit that weighs approximately 800 pounds. Portable banks of trans
formers with a lead that connects to the shovel circuit reduce the current from
4,400 to 440 volts. A 3-strand No.6 insulated cable carries the current to the
drill.

Churn-drill holes are started, then a 5- to 10-foot section of casing is used
to prevent loose material near the surface from filling the hole. The casing is
recovered and reused. For 1955 and through October 1956, 405,434 feet of churn
drill blasthole was drilled at the rate of 51.56 feet per shift.

Churn-drill bits are sharpened in the blacksmith shop with a belt-operated
impact machine. Bits are heated in an oil-fired furnace, then sharpened, reheated,
and tempered. Bitstock is purchased, and when the bit becomes too short to sharpen,
additional bitstock is welded on the shank. Bits lose approximately three-fourths
of an inch in length per sharpening. Sharpened bits are delivered and the dulled
bits are collected in a flat-bed truck equipped with a short boom mounted behind
the cab. A power takeoff on the truck operates a small hoist drum to handle the
bits. Lengths of casing and other drill supplies are delivered or moved with this
truck.

A rotary drill capable of drilling a 12-1/4-inch-diameter hole was purchased
in 1955. This machine is 37 feet long, 14 feet wide, and 47 feet high with the mast
up. The weight of the machine is 35 tons. Power is transmitted to the machine at
4,400 volts (the same voltage used by the electric shovels). On the drill a trans
former reduces the current to 440 volts to run 3 motors - one 125, one 50, and one
15 hp. Cuttings are removed from the drill hole, and the bearings of the bits are

12/ Ballmer, G. J., and Harris, K. V. N., Factors in Selection of Drill-Hole Size
at Chino: Min. Congo Jour., vol. 41, No. 11, November 1955, pp. 74-76.
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cooled by compressed air, which is supplied at 60 pounds per square inch by a 1,200
c.f.m. compressor mounted on the drill rig. An air velocity of 2,600 f.p.m. 13 / is
attained in the hole. From a tank on the machine a fine spray of water is injected
into the air stream by utilizing the Venturi effect. Only enough water is used to
prevent dust. The cuttings are deposited around the collar of the hole and later
shoveled into the hole and used for stemming.

During part of 1955 and 1956, this machine drilled 95,701 feet of l2-l/4-inch
diameter hole at the rate of 167.4 feet per shift. The machine was operated 2
shifts a day, 7 days a week. Two additional rotary drills of the same type were
purchased in 1957. This type drill will be used instead of churn drills in the
future. A type of WR7 Tricone bit is used, and an average life of 1,600 feet per
bit has been experienced. The performance of each drill is reported daily (see
form, fig. 12).
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Figure 12. - Doily Rotary-Drill Report.

The loading of toe holes, crest holes, and secondary blast holes is largely
governed by experience. Toe holes and crest holes may be sprung 1 to 5 times.
All drill-hole charges are detonated with plain Primacord. The placing and drill
ing of secondary holes are functions of the blasting crew. These holes are loaded

11/ Work cited in footnote 10.
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and blasted as soon as drilled. Gelatin dynamite in stick form is used in flat holes;
free-running powder is used in vertical holes. A primer of gelatin dynamite is used.
No.6 or 8 electric caps are used to detonate the Primacord. A blasting machine is
used to explode the caps. Blasting information is reported on the forms in figures
13-15.

Where working space is limited on narrow benches, toe holes are fired first.
Then, after a shovel has loaded the broken material, the crest holes are fired.
Sometimes the crest holes are fired one at a time. This procedure also is used on
regular blastholes drilled from the crest to 5 feet below digging grade when the
bench is narrow.

At the Chino mine regular bankblasts consist of 1 to 60 holes that are blasted
as a unit. Each hole is carefully measured, and the burden on the hole is computed.
The height of bank is determined by using the measured slope distance from the crest
opposite the drill to the digging grade below at an angle of 45°. A light wooden
triangle held with one leg level assists the man holding the top of the tape to
direct the man on the bench below to a point that is suitably located (fig. 16).
The slope distance, the distance from the bottom point on the slope to the hard
toe, the distance from the drill hole to the crest, and the distance to the next
and to the last drill hole are measured.

Each powder foreman carries three tables in a pocket notebook (fig. 17). Know
ing the slope distance, the powder foreman can read the bank height from table 1,
figure 17. Since the altitude and base of the triangle are equal, the powder fore
man can subtract the measured distance T from the height of the bank and get the
measurement Tl which, added to the measured distance C from the crest to the hole,
gives the measurement Tl + C (fig. 18). This is the distance from the hard toe to
the hole at the bottom. Table 2, figure 17, is prepared, assuming that the section
to be broken is a parallelogram. A separate page is made for each bank height; it
tabulates the dimension Tl + C in the left column and various burdens for the dif
ferent hole spacing in the columns to the right. The powder foreman then can look
down the left column, find the particular Tl + C for the hole that he is loading,
move across the page until he comes to the column showing the correct distance
between holes, and read the burden directly from the table.

A third table (table 3, fig. 17) is carried by the powder foreman. This
table has the burden in the left column and the number of 50-pound boxes of powder
required for various loading factors listed across the page. The loading factor
varies in different areas of the mine and is generally specified by the general
drilling and blasting foreman for the area of the blast. Thus computation of the
powder charge in each hole is reduced to the process of making some simple measure
ments and reading the charge directly from the tables.

When the holes are drilled they are made 7 to 10 feet below grade. When the
loading foreman measures the depth of the hole it usually contains some caved
material. If the hole still is deeper than the required depth for loading, it is
filled as required. A double lead of plain Primacord first is tied around a 6- to
la-pound rock and lowered to the bottom of the hole. One or more 50-pound, 10- by
l6-inch cartridges of Amogel dynamite are dropped to the bottom of the hole for a
primer. To allow the wrapper to burst easily on impact and the powder to expand
and fill the hole tightly at the bottom, the wax paper of the cartridge is split
in several places with a sharp pocket knife. When the hole is dry, 50-pound bags
of Carbamite are used to complete the charge. The bags are split in several places
with a sharp pocket knife so the powder will burst the bag on impact with the bottom
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Figure 16•• Powderman Measuring Height of Bonk.

and fill the hole tightly. After the powder charge has been completed, the holes
are filled to the surface with stemming. A single trunkline of plain Primacord is
run the length of the blast, the double leads from each hole are connected, a No.6
or 8 blasting cap is connected to each end of the trunkline of Primacord, and the
blast is fired through lead wires by a 30-cap blasting machine. Loading detail for
a blast is shown in table 2.

The cuttings from the l2-l/4-inch rotary drill are used for stemming and are
adequate, but stemming must be provided for holes that are drilled with a churn
drill. For this purpose, a screening plant was built in a gravel bed near the
mine (fig. 19). A Tournadozer pushes bank-run gravel into the feedbox of a bucket
elevator. The gravel is raised to the top of a bin, where it passes over a 1/2
inch-mesh vibrating screen. The oversize is rejected, and the undersize goes into
the bin. It is loaded from the bin into dump trucks, hauled and dumped near the
blast holes, then shoveled into the holes for stemming.

Powder is delivered to the magazine by rail. A new magazine for storing pow
der has incorporated an unusual safety feature. Thick, concrete walls are made
with a very weak concrete mix. In case the powder explodes, it is believed that
these walls will crumble to fine sand. The walls are thick enough to prevent
effectively rifle bullets from penetrating and provide excellent insulation.



TABLE 1

,
Slope Bank

Distance Height

55 39

56 40

57 40

58 41

59 42

60 43

61 43

62 44

~

H = Bonk height
SO = Slope distance

TABLE 2

Height of Bank 44' \
Distance between hales)

T,+C
21 22 23 24 25

25 /
26 J

"\
27 1056

28 1025 1070

29

)
_L------ ~l-', ....... ./

S = Distance between holes
Tl + C = Distance toe to hole
H = Bonk height

TA B L E 3

Burden Load factor 5
in

in Ibs. powder; Cu. Yd.

3; 7 I; 9 5;Cu. Yds. 8 ~6 2 1
16 8

IO?~

1056

1070 6 9 II 12 13
7

-"'"""-
.......---

H = SO X Sine 45 0 Burden = (T, + C) X H X S cu "d27 . J . No. boxes = burden X load factor
50

Figure 17•• Tables From Notebook of Blasting Foreman, Chino Mine.
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Figure 18•• Arrangement of Churn-Drill Holes in Bonk, Chino Mine.

TABLE 2. - Loading detail for bank blast, rotary drill - 12-1/4-inch-diameter holes

Slope Burden Load- Pow- Stem- Powder lb.
Hole dis- Bank Spacing, cu. ing der, ming, Gelatin Bag

No. tance height T C T1+C feet yd. depth feet feet primer charge

1 61 43 24 9 28 24 1,070 50 10 40 200 400
2 61 43 26 11 28 23 1,022 50 11 39 200 400
3 62 44 32 15 27 24 1,056 46 11 35 200 400
4 62 44 32 19 31 24 1,212 50 13 37 100 550
5 62 44 30 17 31 24 1,212 50 14 36 100 600
6 62 44 24 20 40 24 1,564 50 14 36 100 700
7 62 44 32 27 39 24 1,525 51 16 35 100 750
8 62 44 24 27 47 24 1,838 51 16 35 100 850
9 62 44 22 28 47 24 1,838 48 15 33 100 750

10 62 44 25 28 47 24 1,838 48 14 34 100 850
11 61 43 22 26 47 24 1,796 50 15 35 100 800
12 61 43 22 19 40 23 1,460 50 14 36 100 700
13 60 42 21 15 36 23 1,288 48 13 35 100 600
14 59 42 24 19 37 23 1,324 48 13 35 100 650

Total 1,700 9,000
Average 43.4 23.7 20.0 37.5 23.7 1,431. 6 49.3 13.5 35.8 764.3

Loading factor = 764.3/1,431.6 = 0.53.

Powder is delivered from the magazine to the area of a blast in special trucks.
The trucks are painted red and marked "Explosives." When powder is delivered to the
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location of a blast, a safety zone is marked to cover the area. Powder is unloaded
in small stacks along the bank where it is to be used (fig. 20). Only men engaged
in the loading operation are permitted in the area, and no smoking or matches are
allowed.

Figure 20. - Powder Truck Delivering Powder to Location of Blast, and Powderman
Loading Paper Sack of Free-Running Powder.

The present blasting practice at Chino mine resulted from much test work. The
lack of uniformity in the rock adds to the difficulties. Beds of friable and easily
broken material alternate with hard quartzite. The shovels at Chino clean up a cut
approximately 55 feet wide (fig. 2lA). Bank blasting is designed so this area (fig.
2lB) will be filled by a blast that does not cover the track, yet will break back
far enough so the track can be shifted 45 feet (fig. 22) 0 Another cut then can be
taken with the shovel reaching all the broken ground so the bank is faced up for
the next blast. Because drillholes are spaced along the edge of the bank in straight
lines, they are varying distances from the irregular crest. The spacing is so ar
ranged that the ratio of the toe to bank height is about 0.8, and the average hori
zontal spacing of the holes is approximately one-half of the bank height. The use
of l2-l/4-inch holes has resulted in less drill-hole footage, a saving in the load
ing time, and better fragmentation. A shot using 9-inch holes is compared with a
shot using l2-l/4-inch holes in table 3.

Loading

Ore and waste are loaded with full-revolving, heavy-duty electric shovels
(fig. 23). Nine production shovels are available. The linear distance of working
benches from which daily tonnage is loaded is approximately 9,000 feet, of which
3,500 feet is ore.
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A

B

Figure 21. • Toe of Bank. 6, Before Blast; §, After Blast.
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A

B

Figure 22•• Crest of Bank. A, Before Blast; B, After Blast.- -
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TABLE 3. - Comparison of blasts by type of drill holes

9-inch- l2-l/4-inch- l2-l/4-inch-
diameter diameter diameter

churn drill churn drill rotary drill

Length of shot ·.................... feet 744 712 332
Height of bank ·.................... do. 45.1 46.0 43.2
Hole spacing ....................... do. 16.9 24.6 23.7
Holes drilled ........................... 44 29 14
Feet drilled ............................ 2,249 1,508 690
Average toe load ................... feet 35.4 39.6 37.5
Tons of burden • ••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••• 93,638 102,388 42,089
Powder loaded •••••• 0 ••• 0 •••••••••••• lb. 19,500 22,250 10,700
Tons blasted per lb. of powder .......... 4.8 4.6 3.9
Tons blasted per foot drilled ........... 41.64 67.90 61.0
Ratio - toe to bank height .............. .785 .861 .864
Average rise per case of powder ...•• feet 2.38 .73 .88

~'~7¥P;-~~-~~'~a1t-'-r,
\.i %,

Figur~23. - Electric Shovel Loading 70-Ton Ore Car; Next Car in Train Is 90-Ton Car.

Currently the 9 shovels are being operated 14 shifts per day. When the mine
was visited in October 1956, 2 shovel shifts were being used on truck-loading
operations, and 12 shifts were being used to load trains. The shovels were load
ing approximately 5,100 tons per shovel shift. The operating crew consists of a
runner and an oiler. The runner completes a report that records the production
of the shovel (figs. 24-27). The shovels are attended each day by a service truck.

Shovel repair requires a crew of 10 men, who work under the supervision of
the shovel-repair foreman. Where possible, unit assemblies, such as dipper, dipper
sticks, boom, motor-generator set, and so forth are changed, and the shovel is re
turned to service while the defective part is repaired in the shop.
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Figure 24. - Daily Shovel Report.

Normally, two shovel cuts are necessary to clean up a bank blast. Any humps
or grade irregularities that may have developed as a result of hard toe from the
previous blast are drilled and blasted before a new bank blast is shot. Thus,
there is no difficulty in maintaining a smooth grade on the first or splatter cut.
The track then is shifted, and the shovel makes a second or cleanup cut. A shift
of 45 feet usually places the track in position so the bank can be faced up and
ready for drilling the next row of holes.

The type of shovel used is mounted on crawler belts with shoes of manganese
steel. Power for propelling is supplied by the hoist motor and transmitted to
the crawlers through direct gearing. An electrically controlled hoist airbrake
holds the dipper while the machine is being propelled. Power is applied with a
gear-type, air-operated clutch. Hydraulic steering ram and positive propel
brakes, controlled by the operator, provide mobility under all digging and travel
conditions.

All three basic motions (hoist, crowd, and swing) are provided with separate
direct-current motors. The application of power is controlled by the adjustable
voltage (Ward-Leonard) system. A 300-hp. synchronous motor drives the direct
current generators that supply current. Condensed specifications for the shovel
are shown in table 4.

Where the digging is particularly hard and abrasive, a smaller but more heav
ily constructed manganese-steel dipper is used. Dippers of 5-, 5-1/2-, and 6-cubic
yard capacity are used. Dippers are removed from the shovel and rebuilt in the
company shops. Worn parts are replaced; normally a dipper back will outlast 2
lips or 4 sideplates. Solid cast-manganese-steel teeth are used; these are turned
from time to time as they wear but are not otherwise sharpened. Hoist cables are
1-1/2-inch diameter 6/41 or 6/43 lay, and the average life is approximately 1
million tons.

As already mentioned, nine production shovels are available. In addition to
these 9 shovels, a 2-l/2-yard diesel-powered shovel is used for special jobs where
electric power is not readily available. Three electric shovels are equipped with
outside dipper sticks, and the remaining six are equipped with inside sticks.
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KENNECOTT COPPER CORPORATION
CHINO MINES-SANTA RITA. N. M.

ELECTRIC SHOVEL TURN·OVER SHEET
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NUMln I,nch
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Figure 25. - Electric-Shovel Turnover Sheet.
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KENNECOTT COPPER CORP.
CHINO MINES DIVISION

SHOVEL FOREMAN'S REPORT
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NO.

ORE WASTE REMARKS
YARDS YARDS DUMP YARDS

40yd 45 yd 20 yd 30 yd 40 yd

10

11
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14

15

16

17

18

19

- -

Foreman

Figure 26. - Shovel-Foreman's Report.

The outside dipper sticks are considered superior; replaced booms, will be of this
type.

Power for the shovels is brought from Hurley at 24,000 volts, reduced to 4,400
volts by 2 transformer banks (1 on each side of the pit), and carried to the pit by
a high line on poles. A pole is placed on each level and a cable is carried from
the high line to the base of the pole where a switch and connectors are placed.
Lengths of insulated cable that average 800 feet carry power from this swtich to
the shovel. Current is carried by No.4 wire with 5,000-volt insulation. Two or
more cables can be connected. However, an attempt is made to hold the distance
between the shovel and high line to 3 cable lengths or less. Occasionally, during
shovel moves, as many as 5 cable lengths are used. When the cable crosses a truck
road a trench is dug, and the cable is buried a few inches below the surface or
carried overhead by a light bridge support. Light pickup trucks are driven over
an unprotected cable occasionally; this is reported to cause no damage.
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KENNECOTT COPPER CORPORATION
CHINO MINES DIVISION - SANTA RITA. N. MEL
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Figure 27•• Foreman's Shovel Report-Truck Operations.

TABLE 4. - Condensed specifications for electric shovel

Working dimensions:
Dipper capacity ..•.•.•....••••.......•...••..........•.. cu. yd.
Length of boom.••.........•......•.......................... feet
Overall length of dipper handle .••••..•.•••.•.••••..•..•.•• do.
Clearance radius - rear end .••••...•.....•••.....••.•••••.• do.
Clearance width - cab ..•.........•••••••.•••••••••..•.••.•• do.
Clearance height - gantry.................................. do.
Center of rotation to boom foot pin ..•...•.....••••........ do.

Caterpillar mounting:
Crawler length ..•.••.••.•.•.••••.••..•.••••••.••.......•••. do.
Bearing area - 42-in .•••.••••••....••..••••...••..••..•. sq. ft.
Bearing pressure ..•••••••.•.••••••••••••••••••..•••. 1b./sq. in.

6
38
23
18
17-1/3
23-3/4

7-5/12

19-3/4
119.6
25.1
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TABLE 4. - Condensed specifications for electric shovel (Con.)

Machinery:
Hoist drum pitch diameter ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• inches
Hoist cable - diameter •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.•••• do.
Boompoint sheaves pitch diameter ••••.••••••••.•••• 0 •••••••• do.

38
1-1/2

41

Electrical equipment:
Motor generator set synchronous drive motor •••••••••••••••• hp. 300
Hoist motor ••••.••••••.••••••••.•.•.•••.•.••...•••••••••.•• do. 44
Swing motors (2 used), each ••..••••••••.••••••••••••.•••••• do. 44
Crowd motor •••••••••••••••••••••.•••.•••.••••••••••••.••••• do. 44

Weights:
Working weight .•••.••••••••••••••••••.•...•••••••.• approx. lb.
Ballast ..•••••••••••••••••••••••...•••••••••••••••••••••••• lb.

Transportation

430,000
50,000

Initial production at the Chino open pit was hauled with steam locomotives.
After completion of the smelter in 1939, waste heat was used to generate power, and
an additional power-transmission line was completed from Hurley to the mine in 1940.
By 1941 all steam locomotives had been replaced with electric locomotives, and all
track had been electrified.

Ore and waste are hauled by fifteen 85-ton and two l2S-ton trolley-type elec
tric locomotives. Each locomotive is driven by 4 traction motors, 1 on each set of
wheels. The motors for the smaller locomotives are 250 hp. each. The motors oper
ate on direct current at 750 volts. An electrically driven compressor on the loco
motive provides compressed air for brake and dumping equipment, for side-arm and
pantograph control, and for driving the rear train-light generator. The locomotives
are 40 feet long, and the trucks are articulated so they can negotiate sharp curves.
Each 8S-ton locomotive pulls 7 cars, and each l2S-ton locomotive pulls 11 cars up a
2.l-percent grade. One locomotive is removed from service each day, and a crew
consisting of one machinist and helper devotes its entire time to mechanical check
and repair.

Approximately 300 ore cars are supplied by Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
Co. The cars are solid box type and are dumped, one at a time, with a rotary car
dumper; 2 car sizes are used - 70- and 90-ton capacity. Approximately 1,650 tons
of ore is hauled per locomotive shift. From the loading point in the pit, loaded
ore cars are hauled to the Santa Fe gathering yard, a distance of approximately 5.4
miles. The loaded ore cars are assembled into trains of 50 cars. Diesel-electric
locomotives are used by the Santa Fe company to pull the trains over the 9-mile
downgrade track to the mill.

Ore cars are maintained and repaired by the railroad company; but light emer
gency repairs, such as repairs to broken train line or grab iron, are made by the
mining corporation. The cars are all metal and equipped with handbrakes, as well
as empty and load airbrakes; they fulfill all requirements of American Railway
Association specifications. Information on the movement of all trains is taken
from shovel or dump reports and consolidated into a single report of train movement
(fig. 28).
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Waste is hauled an average of 5.9 miles in side dumpcars that are owned by the
Kennecott Copper Corp. There are 40 cars with 30 cubic-yard capacity and 47 cars
with 40 cubic yard capacity in use. As the 30-cubic-yard cars wear out, they are
replaced with the larger cars. Two powerful air pistons on each side permit the car
to be dumped in either direction. About 30 of the larger cars have been equipped
with roller bearings. As new cars are purchased they will be equipped with roller
bearings. Present friction type bearings will be replaced by roller bearings when
the car is sent to the shop for a major overhaul. Cast steel side-frame and rubber
or steel-draft springs are used.

A regular system of preventive maintenance is practiced. One train of cars is
removed from service each day and set out on a repair track in the shop yard. A two
man crew checks and adjusts piston travel, changes worn brakeshoes and broken brake
beams, checks air in dump and trainlines, changes triple valves when necessary, and
packs journal boxes. Ordinarily, the check and service job requires a full 8-hour
shift.

When a major car repair is indicated, the car is removed from the train and
sent to the car-repair shop. Two tracks under cover hold three cars each and are
serviced by overhead cranes. Wheel flanges wear rapidly because of the sharp curves
in the pit. A set of wheels lasts only 4 to 5 years. Normally, wheels are turned
only once, then are discarded because of thin flanges. About 25 men are employed
in the car-repair shop.

The last car in each train is equipped with a shelter for the brakeman.
Trainline valves, whistle valve, and rear-light valve are in this shelter. A small
heater is placed in the shelter for the comfort of the brakeman. Current for the
rear light is furnished by an air-motor-driven generator mounted on the rear of
the caboose car. Air to drive this motor is taken from the trainline.

All rails are bonded. The carrier rail is double bonded, and the ground rail
is tied with a single bond. Overhead trolley line is supported by steel structures
or double poles along the main line. Dump tracks have specially designed brackets
that anchor steel poles on the ends of long ties to support the trolley in the same
relative position over the track as it is shifted (fig. 29A). On the loading
benches, steel poles with 3- by 5-foot concrete bases have been designed to hold
the trolley in a position so it can be reached with a side arm (fig. 29B).

The double-tracked main line enters the pit area from the west at an altitude
of approximately 6,250 feet, through the gap formed by Santa Rita Creek. At this
point, the outbound track forks. One branch turns downgrade to the Santa Fe gather
ing yard at an altitude of 6,175 feet, and the other branch continues upgrade t9 the
waste dumps that are at an altitude of 6,500 feet. From the entrance, the mainline
track descends to the bottom of the pit (elevation 5,770 feet) over a series of
double-track switchbacks (fig. 30).

The main-line track is laid with 132-pound rail; joints are staggered. Treated
fir ties are used, and all main-line track is ballasted with crushed slag. The main
line maximum grade is 2.1 percent, compensated 0.04 percent per degree of curvature.
The maximum curve is 33°; the type of locomotive used can negotiate a 40° curve.
The maximum curve on the switchbacks is 18°. Number 9 switches with 15-foot switch
points are used. Because of heavy traffic, grade, and sharp curves, the wear of the
rail is high. Ordinary rail must be changed every 6 months in some congested areas.
Experiments are being made with hardened rail (fig. 31).
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Figure 29. - Portable Trolley Pole. ~,Dump Type; ~, Loading-Bench Type.

To tie up a minimum space, the main-line tracks are placed relatively close to
the toe of the banks. During rainy seasons these banks slough. Cleaning up this
detrital material in the restricted space was solved by purchase of a Hi Loader.
This also is used to clean between rails where they become filled from spill in
the loading area. The discharge conveyor can swing to either side and load into
a standard railroad car.

The Hi Loader consists of a combination screw and paddle-blade feeding mecha
nism, a 30-inch-wide by 19- foot, 6-inch main conveyor belt, and an l8-foot swivel
discharge conveyor. Power is supplied by a l30-hp. industrial engine. Hydraulic
controls are provided for raising or lowering moldboard, conveyor, and feed auger
and for swiveling the discharge conveyor from side to side. The machine has 4
forward and 2 reverse speeds. The rear axle has a 2-speed adjustment that enables
the machine to move forward at loading speeds that range from 0.32 to 2.01 miles
per hour or at traveling speeds that range from 3.31 to 20.0 miles per hour. The
machine is highly maneuvarable and turns in 23 feet. It weighs approximately 16,000
pounds and, under suitable conditions, will load 3,500 tons of material per shift.
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Figure 31. - Rail Tests. Both Rails Have Been in Use Approximately 6 Months.
Hardened Rail on Left, Ordinary Rail on Right.

Bench tracks and some yard tracks are 90-pound rail. Movable sections, the
length of one rail, are built in an assembly yard. These sections, 33 or 39 feet

. long, are loaded on flatcars with a 50-ton, diesel-electric, track-mounted, self
propelled crane. The crane travels to the point where track is to be built, and
the panels are picked up from a flatcar behind the crane and placed on the prepared
subgrade in front of the crane. The rail joints are bolted, and the crane moves on
to the next panel. Switches are built in two sections and handled in the same way.

Most of the work of the track crew consists of shifting the loading truck.
After each cut, the track must be shifted so the shovel can reach the bank for the
next cut. This procedure has been systematized so track can be shifted 25 to 50
feet at the rate of 400 to 500 feet per hour.

First, a new track grade is roughed in with a bulldozer and carryall, then the
final grade is made smooth with a motor grader. After the new grade has been pre
pared, the old track is cut at every third rail joint or in sections approximately
120 feet in length. Two bulldozers, equipped with short booms (fig. 32), pick up
the section of track and move it to the new location (fig. 33). As each new section
arrives, the rails are bolted at the broken joints, and a bulldozer runs along each
side of the track throwing a row of loose material over the ends of the ties for
ballast. The trolley is dropped from the poles, which are picked up with a special
attachment (fig. 34) on the boom of a scoopmobile and transported to the new loca
tion (fig. 35). The trolley is strung and lined with a tower car (fig. 36); the
rail is bonded at the joints that were cut, and the track again is ready for use.

Next to loading tracks the dump track requires attention of the track crew.
Where track is maintained along the edge of the dump it must be moved often. A new
method of handling dump material has been devised at Chino (fig. 37). A track is
constructed along the edge of the dump; and, as the waste is dumped, the outside
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edge of the dump is rounded off with a
rubber-tired bulldozer working at right
angles to the track (fig. 38). The muck
is pushed farther as the slope flattens
until a distance of 75 to 100 feet is
reached (fig. 39). Here a new dump berm
is gradually built. When the interval
between the track and the new berm has
been leveled, a grade for a new track
alinement is prepared along the berm,
and the track is moved to the new loca
tion. This new method has the advantage
that the track is moved only once every
12 to 18 months. With the conventional
type dump the track must be moved every
4 to 10 days. One bulldozer can handle
the waste from approximately 11 trains
per shift.

-

Power for track electrification is
transmitted at 24,000 volts from the com
pany plant at Hurley. As a substation on
the west edge of the pit, three 1,000-kw.

Figure 34.. Pole Tongs on Scoopmobile. mercury-arc rectifiers and transformers
convert the current to 750 volts d.c. for

the haulage system. A second station on the east side of the pit has two rectifiers
of the same size and type. The power consumption is approximately 0.2 kw.-hr. 141
per ton mile. Along most of the main track, a million-circular-mill conductor is
run parallel to the trolley wire and is tapped into the trolley every 500 feet.
Both rectifier stations are in dusttight buildings and are ventilated by fans that
pull air through a filter.

Truck haulage is maintained at the Chino mine as an auxiliary method of trans
porting ore and waste to augment rail haulage in special situations. 151 In October
1956 trucks were being used to open a new level, to strip a high point, and to
establish a new dump track. Trucks also are used in the pit if it is necessary to
reenter an area that has been abandoned for some time and the benches are not wide
enough to lay track and still have room to blast.

New levels are opened with trucks (fig. 40). A loading ramp (fig. 41) is
established near the starting point of the drop-cut. The centerline and grade of
the cut are staked out, then drilled and blasted to final grade. The shovel, which
is loading trucks, ramps down and digs to the final track grade. Ore is hauled by
the trucks to the ramp, dumped into railroad cars, and hauled out of the pit by
rail. Three to five trucks are necessary to service a shovel, depending on the
length of the haul. The weighted average length of haul for one drop-cut to a new
level was 0.4 mile.

Normally, 25 to 27 tons is hauled in a truck load. The ore cars supplied by
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Co. hold 70 and 90 tons. Each car is weighed

141 Morris, A. P., Rail Haulage at Chino: Min. Eng., vol. 1, No. 10, October
1949, pp. 44-45.

121 Ballmer, G. J., Trucks as Auxiliary Haul Units: Paper presented at Open-Pit
Mining Division, AIME., Inspiration, Ariz., May 7, 1951.
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Figure 35•• Moving Trolley Poles.

by the railroad, and overloads are objectionable. Three normal truckloads of ore
~~ll overload a 70-ton car, and 4 truckloads will overload a 90-ton car. To avoid
overloading, the trucks are loaded light. This results in some loss in efficiency
when trucks are used in opening a new level.

The trucks used are l4.5-cu.-yd., dual-wheel, single-rear-axle units with a
rated payload of 44,000 lb., and a gross weight, loaded, of 89,700 lb. The front
wheels use 14.00 by 24 tires, and the dual rear wheels use 18.00 by 25 tires.
Power is provided by a 4-cycle, 6-cylinder diesel motor that is rated 300 hp. at
2,100 r.p.m. This motor has 5-l/8-in. bore, 6-in. stroke, and 743 cu. in. dis
placement. Power is transmitted to the wheels through a single-stage torque con
verter, torquematic transmission with 3 forward and 1 reverse speeds, and a heavy
duty, full-floating drive axle. The steering is manual, with hydraulic booster,
and brakes are the internal-expanding type with a total lining area of 1,072 sq.
in. The load is dumped with 2-stage, double-acting hydraulic hoists.
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Figure 36•• Tower Car. Trolley Wire Is Being Replaced After Track Move.

A garage is provided in the shop area that, in addition to heavy trucks, serv
ices more than 200 separate pieces of equipment, which are used in connection with
the mining operation and driven by gasoline or diesel motors. This garage is super
vised by the garage foreman. A grease rack and tireshop are separate from the
garage building. It has bays for five units that are served by an overhead hoist.
Two fully equipped service trucks visit each piece of equipment on the job for minor
mechanical repairs, refueling, and necessary field servicing.

All general repair is done in the garage. Where practical, extra complete-unit
assemblies are carried in stock and changed as necessary. Thus, equipment is re
turned to service while the broken or worn part is replaced, and the assembly is
readied for the next call. When a motor is to be completely rebuilt, the job is
contracted to an outside shop that specializes in this work. Fifty men, including
a garage foreman, a tireshop foreman, and an assistant foreman who works on after
noon shift, are required to operate the garage and service diesel- or gasoline
driven equipment. The garage is operated on two shifts.

Haulage roads were formerly sprinkled with water to prevent dust but now are
graded and treated with Norlig solution, a byproduct of the paper industry. This
solution has been effective in holding down dust. It is not expensive at the source
of supply, but freight is high because of the long haul to the Chino mine. The solu
tion is diluted and sprinkled on the roads; a tough crust forms on the surface of
the road and little further attention is required. However, the Norlig solution is
quite soluble and must be applied again after several periods of hard rain. Tests
by Chino's metallurgical department indicate that this dust-controlling agent will
not adversely affect the recovery of the copper in the concentrating process.
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Figure 38. - Train Dumping Waste-Chino.Type Dump.

Auxiliary Operations

During past years the mine plant (including machine shop, mine o.ffice, and
part of the town of Santa Rita) was in an area between the north and south pits.
After the decision to strip and mine a large part of this area, plans were made
to move the shop to a new location. The service of a specialist in plant and
shop design was secured to check the proposed layout. The result is a well
arranged, functional, mine-shop area (fig. 42).

The machine shop and the electrical shop are in the same building, but each
is served by a separate track and overhead hoist. Adjoining the machine-shop
area and the electrical-shop area, 2 tracks with space for 3 cars each provide
room under cover to repair 6 cars at a time. Approximately 8,000 feet of yard
track provides space for car storage and outside car repair. A special feature
of the electrical shop is the radio-repair room, where approximately 50 shortwave,
talking-receiving radio sets are serviced. Sharpening both air-and churn-drill
bits is a function of the blacksmith shop which is in a separate building. Centered
in the general shop area, a large warehouse and fenced area provide storage for
materials and parts that may be required in the mining operation. Power is trans
mitted over the main transmission line from Hurley at 24,000 volts, which is reduced
by a transformer bank just inside the south edge of the area, and from this point on
all power lines in the area are underground.
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Figure 40•• General View of New Level. Note Loading Ramp at Right Along Track. Shovel Is Advancing on Left.
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Figure 41. - Loading Ramp. A 25-Ton End-Dump Truck Is Loading Into a 70-Ton Ore Car.
Note That First Truckload Is Dumped in Center of Car.
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Waste-Dump Leaching

Copper in the form of cement copper first was produced at Chino in 1924 when
the blue water from springs around the edge of the waste dump was allowed to flow
through a wooden launder that contained scrap iron. After a large amount of test
work by personnel of the engineering department and assay office, a modern plant
was built in 1939. 16/

The plant consists of a series of concrete cells. The cells are so arranged
that one can be cleaned while the water flows through the others. Each single cell
is 5 feet wide and approximately 40 feet long and has a 5-percent grade. A wooden
grid supports the scrap iron about 1 foot above the bottom. The water travels
approximately 480 feet through these cells before all of the copper is precipitated.
About 80 percent of the copper is precipitated in the first 2 cells.

When a cell is "loaded" or when the precipitate becomes heavy on the iron, all
water is diverted into the other cells, and a high-pressure jet of water is played
on the "loaded" cell. This causes the precipitate to break loose from the scrap
iron and fall through the grid. It then is sluiced into a lower vat or wet cell,
drained, dried, loaded with a stainless-steel clamshell bucket into railroad cars,
and hauled to the smelter. The moisture content of this finished cement copper is
from 25 to 30 percent.

After the water has percolated through the dumps, it contains about 16 pounds
of copper per 1,000 gallons. When it does not contain this amount it is recircu
lated. The water returned to the dumps contains 16 to 17 pounds per 1,000 gallons
of iron in the form of ferric and ferrous sulfate, as well as some free sulfuric
acid. This solution is corrosive, so all pumps and pipe fittings are made of
stainless steel. All pipes are transite. These pipes range from 6 to 10 inches
in diameter. Curves are limited to a radius that will permit the use of a "Go
Devil" cleaning device. Currently, approximately 3,500 g.p.m. is pumped to the
dumps at an average head of 427 feet, and approximately 900 gallons of this is
fresh \vater.

The tops of the waste dumps are divided into ponds that range from 100 to 150
feet on a side (fig. 43). Water is pumped into these ponds and percolates through
the dumps, oxidizing sulfides and dissolving sulfates and soluble copper. After a
pond has been in use for some time, large amounts of iron precipitates form on the
bottom of the pond and act as an impervious layer that keeps the water from enter
ing the dump. When this occurs, the flow of water is stopped, and the pond is
allowed to dry. The layers of iron precipitates are then scraped to one side; and
the bottom of the pond is ripped with a bulldozer, after which it again is ready
for solutions.

The mine-dump space is so located that all drainage funnels through a narrow
channel at the west edge of Kennecott property. This provides an ideal situation
for leaching the copper content of the waste dumps. The sulfide content of the
Chino waste is such that no additional acid need be added. The surface beneath
the dumps is impervious, so, following the original surface drainage, solutions
can be collected behind a dam in the narrow channel (fig. 44).

!£/ Goodrich, W. H., Waste-Dump Leaching at the Chino Mines Division, Kennecott
Copper Corp., Santa Rita, N. Mex.: Mines Mag., vol. 42, No.3, March 1952,
pp. 65-67.
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Figure 43. • Leaching Ponds. ~, Ponds Are Prepared on a Lower Dump; ~, Water
Is Charged to a Pond at the Rate of 500 to 1,000 g.p.m.

The best material to precipitate the copper is burned and shredded tin cans.
These are produced by the waste-disposal departments of several large cities and
purchased by the mining company. One pound of copper is precipitated by approxi
mately 1.41 pounds of iron. The Chino plant uses approximately 2,000 tons of
detinned cans per month, and the copper produced is a significant amount of the
total production of the division. Fifteen men are required to operate the leaching
plant.

Engineering Control

Although sampling on 200-foot coordinates is sufficient for long-range plan
ning and calculation of ore reserves, it was found that the distribution of ore
and waste areas was so irregular that additional sampling was necessary for
operating control.
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Figure 44•• Leaching Plant. Construction in Left Foreground Is at Location of New
Pumphouse. Material Piled in Right Background Is Detinned Cans Ready
For Use.

The railroad tracks on the active benches are marked into stations at 35- to
100-foot intervals by a survey party. Plates stamped with the station number are
placed in the center of the track, and the outside rail opposite the point is
painted red for easy relocation. Samples are cut along the bank, and the position
of the sample is established with reference to the track station. This 20- to 50
pound sample then is taken to the mine assay office, where it is crushed and ground
and the copper content determined by the short iodide method. A part of the sample
pulp is filed in the assay office. The assay results are reported by level and
track station to the operating foreman, who records all assays on each operating
level.

The operating foreman then positions his shovels so that they will mine are or
waste as required. At the end of the shift the shovel runner submits a report that
lists the number of cars mined from each assay position. The mine assayer makes up
a composite pulp by using 1 gram of assay pulp from the proper sample for each car
mined. The result of the assay of this composite pulp is reported as the grade of
the are for the shift. A composite pulp also is made for each month's operation.
The engineering department computes a grade for each shift, using the individual
bank samples and the number of cars. This computed grade is checked with the grade
determined from the composite assay. The are is sampled at the mill with automatic
sampling equipment. At the end of each month, the composite mill sample is checked
with the mine sample. The difference is seldom more than 0.03 percent. Samples
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are taken in waste areas but there is no further check on the material that is sent
to the dump. The ore-waste cutoff for ore is 0.50 percent copper. The ore and
waste zones, as developed by actual mining, are plotted by grouping assays. The
engineering department uses the recorded weighed tonnage with the average assay for
the quarter for production reports. These figures are broken down into ore mined
in the calculated ore zones and that mined in areas not included in the ore-reserve
estimate. These data are reported annually. The overall comparison of predicted
ore versus ore mined is normally within 5 percent.

For horizontal engineering control, a point of origin for a system of coordi
nates was selected at a convenient point. A baseline was measured, and permanent
triangulation stations were established on prominent points outside the area of
operations. Secondary, or temporary, triangulation-stations are set on the benches,
the angles are turned, and the coordinates of the stations are computed. Federal
Geological Survey sea-level-datum elevations have been adopted and are carried to
the stations and benchmarks in the pit by direct leveling.

Progress maps showing crest and toes of banks, elevations, tracks, ramps, and
so forth, are made every 3 months. The crest and toe of the banks are located by
stadia from the secondary triangulation stations or substations set from them.
Generally no engineering service is required for track movement except for main
line track shifts. When a bank approaches the final limit, stakes are set by the
engineers on this line to assist the operating foreman.

The position of the banks is plotted on the sections at the .end of each quarter,
and the volume of material removed is calculated from the sections in cubic yards.

Operating Control

At the Chino mine, operations are controlled by verbal orders, and results are
recorded by a system of reports. The adaptation of shortwave radio transmission to
industrial uses and its application by the Kennecott Copper Corp. to open-pit mining
in 1949 have resulted in a marked increase in the efficiency of operating control.12/
In the early part of the open-pit operation the only method of transportation was
by rail, and the only mode of travel for the foreman was by rail conveyance or on
foot. Both modes of travel were time consuming. With the advent of improved
crawler tractors and their adoption as an important tool in open-pit mining, the
construction of service roads for rubber-tired equipment to all parts of the mine
was possible. Foremen were provided with pickup trucks, and these trucks were
equipped with shortwave radio sets.

Many advantages resulted from the improved communication and transportation
provided. Increased production, better morale, and more efficient operation in
general have resulted. Some specific activities where advantages have resulted are:

1. Routing of trains and locomotives.

2. Switching shovels from ore to waste or waste to ore.

3. Securing information or orders from higher echelon or other departments.

4. Increased safety.

5. Expediting delivery of parts, or help in case of a breakdown.

12/ Look, Allen D., and Van Fleet, L. A., Two-Way Radio Communication at Santa Rita
Open Pit, Kennecott Copper Corp., Santa Rita, N. Mex.: Bureau of Mines Inf.
Circ. 7626, 1952, 8 pp.
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Written reports are issued to inform supervisors of the job status, to report
the condition of the equipment, to orient the oncoming shift, and to record produc
tion. The forms in figures 11-14, 25-29 and 49 are typical examples. The operator
of each major piece of equipment reports the production and any repair or supply
requirements at the end of the shift on a suitable form. The operating foreman ex
tracts the production and performance data from this report and prepares a consoli
dated report for supervisors, while the maintenance foreman extracts any information
about needed repair work or supplies and initiates suitable action. Production
figures are extracted from the foreman's report by the mine accounting department
and are used to build a daily mine report.

EXTRACTION AND PRODUCTION RATES

Since all material is removed from the open pit, ore extraction is 100 percent.
From 95 to 99 percent of the ore is sent to the concentrator; the remainder, diluted
with waste, is sent to the dumps.

At present, copper ore is produced at the rate of 22,500 tons per day and waste
at the rate of 45,000 tons per day. The remaining material to be mined has been
estimated to contain 43 percent ore and 44 percent waste, by volume. The remaining
13 percent is overburden.

A notable development at the Chino mine has been the waste-dump leaching opera
tion. Although no dump area has been completed yet, it has been estimated that the
ultimate recovery of the copper in the dumps will range from 60 to 80 percent.

MINE DRAINAGE

The area occupied by the ore body was dissected by Santa Rita Creek. A con
crete-lined flume, 7,800 feet long, 7 feet deep, and 19 feet wide, was constructed
around the north side of the mining area. The north pit, now inactive, is used as
a reservoir. Drainage ditches have been constructed partly around the south pit;
they discharge into the flume or into the north pit.

The ground in the bottom of the south pit is tight, and attempts to drain the
areas by pumping from a drill hole have been unsuccessful. Most of the water that
enters the pit drains from the south and east sides. It is collected in a sump at
the bottom of the pit and pumped to the abandoned north pit where it is stored until
required for use by the waste-leaching operation. The normal flow into the mine is
about 300 g.p.m. However, during the rainy season, the inflow may be tremendous for
short periods. An emergency pump is provided with a rated capacity of 1,000 g.p.m.
The pump is served by a separate powerline.

FIRE PREVENTION

A pump and hose truck are provided for fire fighting. Fire hydrants are in
stalled near principal buildings, and fire extinguishers of a suitable type are
placed near electric motors and flammable materials.

A plant-security organization is maintained. Guards are posted at strategic
points. The chief of the security organization is also the chief fire warden. One
of the principal functions of the security men is to watch for and report fires or
fire hazards.
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A volunteer crew is trained to operate the fire-fighting equipment. A driver
is provided for the fire truck. The duty of driving the fire truck is assigned to
anyone of several individuals and may change from hour to hour during the day, but
someone is always ready to answer a call. The volunteer firemen report directly to
the area of the fire, which is announced over the radio communication system and by
a whistle code signal.

SAFETY AND FIRST-AID ORGANIZATION AND TRAINING

The mine safety organization consists of the management, a full-time safety
engineer reporting to the division safety director, a departmental and shops safety
committee, and a central safety committee.

The departmental and shops safety committee consists of employees from each
department or shop. One employee is selected from each group by the safety engineer
and the foreman, and the name of the selected employee is posted. Other employees
are urged to report any hazardous condition or practice to their representative.
The representative then discusses the problem with his foreman, and if a solution
is not immediately evident the problem is presented at the next regular monthly
meeting of the departmental shops safety committee. No supervisors are permitted
at the meeting. The safety engineer is chairman. The committee reports hazards or
reportedly hazardous conditions to the central safety committee and may make recom
mendations for their elimination.

The central safety committee consists of the supervisory personnel from all
departments or shops, and 1 member from each of the 5 bargaining organizations.
This committee holds regular monthly meetings 1 week after the meeting of the
departmental and shops safety committee, and a copy of the minutes of the earlier
meeting is given to each member. It is the duty of this committee to investigate
thoroughly and to take action on any recommendation.

All employees are instructed to report injuries received on the job to their
supervisor as soon as possible after the injury occurs. All lost-time injuries
and "near accidents" are investigated to determine the cause of the accident and
measures are taken to prevent a recurrence. The supervisor prepares the accident
report on a standard form and submits it to the office of the safety engineer who
classifies the accident as to cause.

A careful study is made of all jobs in which there are hazards that can be
eliminated by safety appliances. The effectiveness, comfort, and durability of
each appliance are studied, and a few samples of different types under considera
tion are obtained and distributed to selected employees for trial. The jobs in
which there are eye hazards are studied, and proper goggles are issued for the
different types of hazards. Safety-toe shoes are stocked by Santa Rita Store Co.
and sold to employees at cost. Employees are advised to wear them in preference
to soft-toe shoes. Most of the employees in the pit wear safety hats.

An employee-training program, separate from safety, is carried on at Chino.
Woven into all the training programs are the study and application of safety
practices - the safe way of doing the job.

In addition to safety, the company maintains a hospital-medical-surgical
insurance plan that gives widespread protection to both employees and their
families. Clinics are maintained at the mine and at Hurley. Doctors are on duty
for emergencies. Any patient who requires hospitalization is taken to a nearby
general hospital. Costs of treatment are paid through the insurance plan.

•
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EMPLOYEE TRAINING

Kennecott Copper Corp. has an organized employee-training program, which is
defined as " a planned technique of imparting habits and skills to employees." The
program applies to all employees in the corporation, including supervisors and top
management. It has been in operation for several years.

When a training course is proposed, instructors first are trained both in sub
ject material and instruction methods. Visual aids and demonstrations are used
where effective. This procedure makes it necessary to call on men in many depart
ments, particularly supervisory personnel, for subject material and sometimes re
quires a lengthy orientation program for the potential instructor. The whole
training course thus is developed and taught by employees to employees.

Five major types of training courses are given:

1. Occupational refresher training.

2. On-the-job training.

3. Apprentice training.

4. Supervisory-personnel development.

5. Safety training.

Some of the results of the program are high employee morale, reduced waste,
improved skill, lower repair costs, better supervision, and fewer accidents. The
net result is increased production without speedup or overload of workmen or
supervisors.

WAGE, CONTRACT, LEASlliG, AND BONUS SYSTEMS

The Chino mine is operated on a straight wage and salary basis. Leasing, con
tract, or bonus systems are not used. Recreation facilities, training facilities,
counseling service, good-health clinics, and insurance programs are provided by the
corporation and constitute a fringe benefit that amounts to almost $1,000.00 per
employee each year. 18 /

ORGANIZATION

The main offices of Kennecott Copper Corp. are in New York City. The headquar
ters for the Western Mining Division is in Salt Lake City. The Chino Mines Divi
sion's general offices are at Hurley, N. Mex., where the concentrator and smelter
are located. All company operations of the division are directed by a general
manager. Figure 45 gives a general plan of the division organization and figure 46
a detailed breakdown of the mine organization.

Labor

Approximately 2,469 men and women are employed by the Chino Mines Division.
Of these, 1,177 are at the mine, 953 at the mill, and 339 at the smelter.

18/ Work cited in footnote 6, p. 8.
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Five different bargaining organizations represent the employees, and working
agreements are negotiated with each of these organizations. The union organizations
include Chino Metal Trades Council, composed of a group of trade unions; Interna
tional Association of Machinists; the International Association of Mine, Mill, and
Smelter Workers; the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen; and the
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen.

Supervision

The m~n~ng operation is under the direction of a superintendent of mines who,
in addition to supervising the Chino open-pit copper mine, is also in charge of
the nearby Oswaldo zinc mine and the precipitating plant. Immediately under the
superintendent of mines, the responsibility for operations and maintenance is split.
Mine operations are under the direct supervision of an assistant mine superintendent,
while machine shop and repair functions are under the direct supervision of the main
tenance and construction engineer. A general mine foreman is responsible in the
field for the mining activity.
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PROCESSING PLANT

A complete description of the concentrating plant is beyond the scope of this
paper (see fig. 47 and table 5). Ore from the open-pit mine first was concentrated
in 1911, when hydraulic classifiers,19/ tables, and vanners were used for concen
tration, rolls were used for crushing, and Chilean mills were used for grinding.

TABLE 5. - Concentrating equipment (Numbers refer to fig. 49.)

1. Mine car, rotary dumper
2. 8" grizzly in surge bin
3. Jaw crusher, 84" x 66"
4. Overhead magnet
5. 2 5' x 6' double-deck screens
6. 3 7' symons cone crushers
7. Overhead magnet
8. 2 6' X 6' Tyrock screens
9. 2 5-1/2' cone crushers

10. 2 tripper conveyors
11. l8,500-ton ore bin
12. Belt feeders
13. 8 vibrating screens
14. 4 80' elevators
15. 16 vibrating screens
16. 4 crushing rolls 72" x 20"
17. 2 tripper conveyors
18. 14 fine ore bins
19. 11 primary ball mills
20. 9 drag classifiers
21. 14 bowl classifiers
22. 22 secondary ball mills
23. Drag classifiers
24. 4 75'-diameter and 1 230'

diameter thickeners
25. 4-way distributor
26. (3 4-way distributor

(2 2-way distributor
27. (12 rows, 3 cells each air cells

2 rows of mechanical cells

28. 2 spiral drag classifiers
29. 2 8' x 6' ball mills
30. Cleaner air cells
31. 1 9' x 30' drag classifier
32. 1 7' x 12' ball mill
33. 4 Recleaner cells
34. 2 48'-diameter thickeners
35. 1 26'-diameter thickeners
36. 1 26'-diameter thickeners
37. Series of 3 steam tanks
38. 4-cell rougher flotation unit
39. 6-cell scavenger flotation unit
40. 9-cell scavenger flotation unit
41. 1 75 1 diameter thickener
42. 4 14' x 14' drum filters
43. Conveyor belts
44. Bottom dump RR. cars
45. 8-cell cleaner
46. 4-leaf disk filter, 4' diameter
47. 3-deck, l4 1 -diameter dryer
48. 2' diameter repulper
49. 3 cell recleaner unit
50. 2 leaf disk filter, 4' diameter
51. Spiral conveyor, steam-jacketed
52. Hopper
53. 700# barrels
54. RR. boxcar
55. 2 250 1 -diameter thickeners

The ores beneficiated at the mill are not uniform. The most important copper
mineral, chalcocite, occurs along fractures; as small grains disseminated through
the rocks and as a shell or coating around a remnant of pyrite that it partly
replaces. Some oxide, carbonate, and silicate minerals of copper occur with the
sulfide minerals and contain a trace to as much as 20 percent of the copper content
of the ore. Many studies have been made of this "phantom" copper, but a completely
satisfactory method of recovering it has not yet been devised for Chino ore.

The present concentrating plant has resulted from many changes and improvements,
including: Moving the coarse-crushing facilities from the mine to Hurley; revamping
the grinding facilities; adding a limekiln and production of metallurgical lime at
Hurley; incorporating a molybdenum circuit in the flowsheet; recovery and reuse of

12/ Hodges, Fred, Milling Methods at the Hurley Plant of the Nevada Consolidated
Copper Co., Hurley, N. Mex.: Bureau of Mines, Inf. Circ. 6394, 1931, 16 pp.
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water from the tailing pond; and many improvements in the flotation circuit. Ex
periments are now in process to augment or replace conventional classifiers. 20 /

Concentrates from the mill and cement copper from the mine are fed into a
reverberatory furnace that is 32 feet wide and 126 feet long.ll/ A temperature of
2,800 0 F. is maintained in the furnace by burning natural gas mixed with preheated
air. Smelter fumes are filtered and exhausted through a 500-foot stack. Matte is
tapped from the reverberatory furnace into a ladle and carried to a converter.
Blister copper from the converter is sent to the fire-refining furnace, where it is
treated to remove selenium and other impurities, poled to remove oxygen, and cast in
finished shapes for the market. The plant is equipped to cast copper in anode form
for electrolytic refining if the market is unable to absorb the production as a
fire-refined product.

COSTS

The total amount spent on plant and equipment at Chino since 1910 is
$38,825,000.11/ This amounts to $1,725 per ton of daily capacity or $15,725 for
each employee. Taxes paid by Chino in 1954 were as follows:

Federal ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
State .. 0000.000.0 •••• 0000 ••••• 0 ••

State and County ad valorem ••••••
Total . 0 0 0 0 •• 0 •• 0 0 • 0 00 0 0 • 0 • 0 0

$5,382,004.56
498,420.81
618,049.19

$6,498,474.56

As the total annual copper production in 1954 was 58,197 tons, taxes amounted
to approximately 5.7 cents per pound of copper produced. The monthly payroll
(January 1955) was $950,132.83. As already stated, the "fringe" labor costs amount
to approximately $1,000.00 per employee per year.

Direct mining costs per ton of ore or percentage breakdown of operating ex
penses are not available for publication.

INT ... SU.QFMINES.I"'GH .... ". 9277

20/

21/

22/

Lemke, Paul A., Experience With Cyclones at Chino: Paper presented at Los
Angeles, Calif., meeting of Am. Min. Congress, Oct. 1, 1956.

Slover, E. A., Hurley Furnace and Boiler Description and Design: Jour. Metals,
vol. 5, No. 11, November 1953, pp. 1435-1441.

Work cited in footnote 6.


